A critical assessment of finite element modeling approach for protein dynamics.
Finite element (FE) modeling approach has emerged as an efficient way of calculating the dynamic properties of supramolecular protein structures and their complexes. Its efficiency mainly stems from the fact that the complexity of three-dimensional shape of a molecular surface dominates the computational cost rather than the molecular size or the number of atoms. However, no critical evaluation of the method has been made yet particularly for its sensitivity to the parameters used in model construction. Here, we make a close investigation on the effect of FE model parameters by analyzing 135 representative protein structures whose normal modes calculated using all-atom normal mode analysis are publicly accessible online. Results demonstrate that it is more beneficial to use a contour surface of electron densities as the molecular surface, in general, rather than to employ a solvent excluded surface, and that the solution accuracy is almost insensitive to the model parameters unless we avoid extreme values leading to an inaccurate depiction of the characteristic shapes.